
DEEPER LOOKTHE SUNPOWER DIFFERENCE

LONGEVITY AND DURABILITY
SunPower was founded in 1985 by Dr Richard Swanson, after development of a 
robust longlife energy source requirement for the US Army’s GPS satellite program.

SunPower’s Maxeon technology was groundbreaking and completely different from 
traditional conventional panel technology. This difference still exists today.

In space - whether it be on satellites, the moon or Mars - you can’t simply change over 
the solar panels if they fail. For this reason Maxeon is still the only technology used 
‘off-planet.’

SunPower has ‘engineered out’ conventional panels’ major flaws of cracking and 
corrosion (see Graphs 1 and 2). These flaws account for 86% of why such panels fail. 
The cracking and corrosion of conventional panels can happen in many ways:

❌ During transport
❌ While being installed
❌ Due to wind loads on roofs - once installed
❌ Via expansion and contraction with outdoor temperature changes.

These two SunPower patented solar technologies were purposely designed to avoid 
these two key flaws.

✅ Sunpower Maxeon      ✅ SunPower Performance Series

PRODUCT WARRANTY DIFFERENCE
Most solar panel brands make claims of how good they are and how long they last. 
However, the real confidence the manufacturer has with their product is best 
represented by what their product warranty and escape clauses cover.

Graphs 3 and 4 summarise these (next page). All conventional panel manufacturers 
fail to cover all the costs associated with replacing faulty panels. The range of product 
warranty loopholes deployed by most conventional manufacturers is disturbing.

SunPower stands out from the rest:

1. Market leading product warranty length of 40-years
2. Market leading coverage - freight, parts, labour and disposal
3. No product warranty escape clauses
4. No slavery in supply chain - SEDEX listed independent audit results
5. No toxic materials used (lead, chlorine, florine)

(SEDEX is a leading global reference source for independent audits of responsible and ethical sourcing).
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